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LVC, The Astrophysical Journal Letters, 2016.

Footprints of observations in comparison with the 50% and 90% 
credible levels of the initially distributed GW localization maps.

FOLLOW-UP OF THE GRAVITATIONAL-WAVE TRANSIENT GW150914

Twenty-five participating teams of observers responded to the GW alert to mobilize satellites and ground-based telescopes.

Timeline of observations of GW150914
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Multi-messenger Observations of a Binary Neutron Star Merger
Timeline of the discovery of GW170817, GRB 170817A, 

and SSS17a/AT 2017gfo.Localization of the gravitational-wave, gamma-ray, and optical signals. 

The Astrophysical Journal Letters, Volume 848, Number 2
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Development of Multi-Messenger Tools

From Lessons from counterpart searches in LIGO and Virgo’s third observing campaign, M.W. Coughlin, Nature Astronomy, 2020.

Example data science tools employed during O3

Telescope scheduling and infrastructure (such as GROWTH’s target of 

opportunity marshal, GRANDMA’s iCARE pipeline, GOTO’s sentinel, and 

Swope’s teglon), galaxy targeting focused toolkits (such as MANGROVE or 

HOGWARTS), modules for light-curve filtering (for example, Kowalski, 

AMPEL and Sherlock), visualization tools (like TreasureMap and Aladin), and 

alert brokers (such as Lasair and ANTARES) are part of the ecosystem of 

data science tools supporting this science.
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Good Ingredients for Open Science
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Good Ingredients to be FAIR!

https://archive.stsci.edu/mug/mug_2018/MUG_Jan_2018_NAVO.pdf

The Virtual Observatory (VO) is a collective 
term referring to an ecosystem of standards 
and the organizations and tools which use 
those standards. 

VO standards are defined by the 
International Virtual Observatory Alliance 
(IVOA) which is composed of nation-level 
organizations.
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Data Exploration and Visualization

Aladin Desktop 

ligo.skymap - powered by  

mocpy - powered by 

ffffffffffff
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Practical Examples and Applications…
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o
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The contours show the 90% credible interval for a LIGO 

Livingston–Virgo (blue) and LIGO Hanford–LIGO 

Livingston–Virgo (orange) detector network based on the 

rapid localization algorithm BAYESTAR (Singer & Price 

2016). The sky localization circulated 13.5 hr after the 

event, based on a LIGO Hanford–LIGO Livingston–Virgo 

analysis with the LALInference software (Veitch et al. 

2015), is shown in green. The purple contour indicates 

the final sky localization which constrains the source to 

within 18.5 deg2 at 90% probability.

      Sky localization of GW190814

GW190814: Gravitational Waves from the Coalescence of a 23  
Solar Mass Black Hole with a 2.6 Solar Mass Compact Object.   
The Astrophysical Journal Letters, Volume 896, Number 2.
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Developed in Java, Aladin Desktop is able 
to run on any configuration: Windows, 
Mac, Linux, etc. 

As any Java tool, Aladin Desktop requires a 
Java Virtual Machine on your machine.

You can increase the maximum memory size used 
by your Java runtime environment by following the 
instructions below.

Download the Aladin.jar from the Aladin download page. Execute it from a terminal by typing: 

$ java -Xmx2g -jar Aladin.jar 

The flag -Xmx<ammount of memory> specifies the maximum memory allocation pool for a JVM. Here 2GB of memory 
is allocated.  For GW sky localizations with nside=2048, increase the memory allocated up to 3GB, -Xmx3g.
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The Gravitational Wave Candidate Event Database

We explore the 
GraceDB Public 
Alerts page. 

We search for the 
initial sky 
localization of 
GW190814 with 
three detectors.

Data Exploration and Visualization in GraceDB
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Paste the 
GraceDB URL and 

press ENTER.

The sky map 
is loaded in the Aladin 

Stack. 

Change  
Projection.

Click and drag to 
pan the field.

Coordinate grid.

Right ascension 
and declination.

Pixel value

Zoom in/out with 
the mouse wheel or 

two fingers and swipe up/
down on your 

trackpad.

Data 
Exploration 

and 
Visualization 
with Aladin: 
Projection, 
Pan and 

Zoom 
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https://context.reverso.net/traduzione/inglese-italiano/mouse+wheel
https://context.reverso.net/traduzione/inglese-italiano/mouse+wheel


Pixel Mapping

Colormap

Header

Data Exploration and Visualization with Aladin: Colormap and Header
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Data Exploration and Visualization with Aladin: Credible Regions

 From the menu bar, 

select Coverage ‣ Generate a MOC based on 
‣ The current probability skymap.

If you hover over the cursor over the MOC 
name in the Aladin stack, then the area in 
square degrees and the percentage of the sky 
are shown in the top-right corner of the Aladin 
window.

Right-click the MOC in the Aladin stack and 
select Properties from the contextual menu. 
The area and percentage of the sky are 
shown in the Properties dialog box. From this 
dialog box, you can also control the 
appearance and color of the MOC, which is 
useful for distinguishing multiple MOCs for 
different credible levels.

https://emfollow.docs.ligo.org/userguide/resources/aladin.html
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Data Discovery and Access: Aladin Discovery Tree

Green: catalog data falls in the 
real-time field of view.

Orange: catalog data does not fall 
in the real-time field of view.

You can query any Vizier catalogs 
from a MOC region.

You can explore the entire Vizier database looking if the catalogs are green or orange
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Interoperability: Vizier, Aladin, Topcat, DS9  
and ligo.skymap via SAMP 

Simple Application Messaging Protocol 
(SAMP) is an inter-process communication 
system that allows different client 
programs to communicate with each other.

The protocol is understood by many 
desktop astronomy tools, including 
TOPCAT, SAO DS9, and Aladin. 

astropy.samp is a Python implementation 
of the SAMP messaging system.

SAMP Web Profile allows web applications to communicate with a SAMP hub.

Video example: send to VO tools the table 3 of Observational constraints on the optical and 
near-infrared emission from the neutron star-black hole binary merger candidate S190814bv. 
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Da 

Data Exploration and Visualization with ligo.skymap

$ curl -O https://gracedb.ligo.org/api/superevents/S190814bv/files/bayestar.fits.gz  

$ ligo-skymap-plot bayestar.fits.gz -o GW190814_3_ifo_bayestar.png --annotate --contour 50 90

Command Line Tools: Sky Map Visualization
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Da 

$ curl -O https://gracedb.ligo.org/api/superevents/S190814bv/files/bayestar.fits.gz  

$ ligo-skymap-plot bayestar.fits.gz -o GW190814_3_ifo_bayestar.png --annotate --contour 50 90 --geo

Data Exploration and Visualization with ligo.skymap

Command Line Tools: Sky Map Visualization
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Using the cross match method, we can 

list the galaxies within the 90% credible 

volume.

Cross match galaxy catalogs with ligo.skymap
https://lscsoft.docs.ligo.org/ligo.skymap/postprocess/crossmatch.html

A dedicated tutorial will be proposed in 

the Open Data Workshop - tuto 3.3.
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MOC: Multi Order Coverage MAP
   The shaded area highlights a MOC map consisting of 4 cells at order = 8.  


 A JSON MOC is written following the syntax:

              {“order”: [npix, npix,...],”order”:[npix, npix...],...}

              {“8”:[228210, 228211, 228216, 228217] 

 To encode a MOC in a FITS file, each cell is converted into a single    
integer using the NUNIQ packing scheme:


 

FITS MOC contains the integers: 490354, 490355, 490360, 490361 

The MOC encoding method based on HEALPix tessellation was originally developed at the Centre de Données 
astronomiques de Strasbourg (CDS) and has been adopted as a recommendation by the International Virtual 
Observatory Alliance (IVOA). Initially designed for manipulating sky coverages from astronomical surveys, 

MOC has been extended to support both temporal and spatial coverage; Fernique et al., 2014 and 2020.
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Space-Time MOC
At a given Time range we obtain the corresponding Spatial coverage.

For each element of a temporal coverage we list the associated 

spatial coverage. The time scale is hierarchically divided in 

intervals grouped 2 by 2 with 62 orders and the time coverage for 

the deepest order is 1 μs.

 Interleaving approach 

has the advantage of 

making  the resolutions 

chosen for time and for 

space independent.
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Space-Time MOC: GW170817

Sky localization of GW170817 binary neutron star merger provided by the 
LIGO and Virgo Collaborations: 

https://dcc.ligo.org/public/0157/P1800381/006/GW170817_skymap.fits.gz 

Error Box of GRB170817 provided by GBM instrument on-board of the 
Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope: 

https://gammaray.nsstc.nasa.gov/gbm/science/grbs/grb170817a/
gbuts_healpix_systematic.fit 

Trigger time of GW170817. DATE-OBS = 2017-08-17T12:41:04.4 


Fermi/GBM trigger time of GRB170817: 2017-08-17T12:41:06.

T90 duration = 2.0 ± 0.5 s, starting at T0−0.192 s.

Starting Information
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Through the Aladin graphical interface, we simultaneously visualize the spatial and 
temporal coincidence between the GW170817 and the short GRB170817.
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Search for the host galaxy NGC 4993.
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Publishing and Sharing Research data

How to build and integrate in your web page an interactive sky map?


1. Showing coverages/footprints over the gravitational-wave sky        
localization(s).


2. Sharing galaxies catalog(s) and transient identifications.


3. Distributing catalos/images to the community.

Aladin Lite
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Visualize footprints Visualize transient candidates
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Publishing/Sharing EM follow-up images from “my telescope” 
to the community. 

Images from 
“my telescope”. 

The hips2fits service 
enables generation 
of FITS images 
cutouts of arbitrary 
size and resolution 
from a given HiPS.
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This HiPS technique enables the exploration of large data 
sets. The most common usage of HiPS is the visualization of 
data from large astronomical surveys. HiPS allows one to 
browse “big data“: pan and zoom into each section of the 
survey data using HiPS clients that access the data over the 
internet. 

HiPS: Hierarchical Progressive Survey

Total: 1084 HiPS (# instances up-to-date: 2517)

→ Available pixels 3.37E+14 (equivalent to a photo album of all 
inhabitants of the Earth with one 363x363 picture per human)

→ Catalog rows: 2.92E+10 = 29.2 billions of rows
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https://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/hips/list



Aladin lite is a lightweight version of the Aladin Sky Atlas, running in the browser and geared towards simple visualization of a sky 
region. It allows one to visualize image surveys (JPEG multi-resolution HEALPix all-sky surveys) and superimpose tabular (VOTable) 
and footprints (STC-S) data. Aladin lite is easily embeddable on any web page and can also be controlled through a Javacript API.

Aladin lite is powered by the HTML5 canvas technology, currently supported by any modern browser. New technologies will be 
implemented.

Build an interactive online sky map with Aladin Lite

Visualisation component in ESA Sky, ESO Science Portal, 

ALMA archive, CADE…

and in several multi-messenger applications…
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Gravitational Wave Treasure Map

The Treasure Map is designed to help 
coordinate electromagnetic followup of 
gravitational-wave (GW) events. It 
allows observers to easily report their 
planned and executed observations in 
search of counterparts to GW events, 
and to query the reports of other 
observers, in a programatic way. The 
goal is to enable coordination between 
observatories in order to minimize 
unnecessary overlap in these searches 
and find the counterpart as quickly and 
as efficiently as possible.

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2020ApJ...894..127W/
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Embedding in a web page
Aladin Lite instanceChoose options

Then copy/paste the code in your page

More initialization options 
https://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/AladinLite/doc/API/

var aladin = A.aladin('#aladin-lite-div', 
       {  
         survey: "P/DSS2/color", 
         fov:180, 
         target: "016.95000 -28.75000"});
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Go to the page https://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/AladinLite/doc/API/examples/AL-in-responsive-div/

Clear the Javascript window and paste your code.


Running Code on the Fly: initializations
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https://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/AladinLite/doc/API/examples/AL-in-responsive-div/
https://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/AladinLite/doc/API/examples/AL-in-responsive-div/


A large collection of API 
examples. Select the API that 

seems most appropriate for your 
purpose.
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Interactive Visualization of GW190814 sky localization

LIGO Livingston, Virgo and LIGO Hanford - initial sky localization

The credible region can be encoded in a MOC .fits format using: 

                         1. the ligo.skymap method ligo-skymap-contour-moc


 2. or saving the region created in the Aladin Desktop. 


Then the credible region is stored in an online repository. Here the repository is in 

a Github account.

<!-- Add 90% credible region of three-detector source localization.  -->                                              
var moc = A.MOCFromURL('https://github.com/gw-odw/odw-2021/blob/tutorial_2_6/data/GW190814_with_3_IFO.fits?
raw=true', 
                        {name: 'GW190814_with_3_IFO', color: 'yellow', opacity: 0.7, adaptativeDisplay: false});
aladin.addMOC(moc);
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Go to the page https://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/AladinLite/doc/API/examples/AL-init-custom-options/

Clear the Javascript window and paste your code.

Running Code on the Fly: credible region
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https://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/AladinLite/doc/API/examples/AL-in-responsive-div/
https://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/AladinLite/doc/API/examples/AL-in-responsive-div/
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<!-- Add footprints of my telescope --> 
var overlay = A.graphicOverlay({color: '#ee2345', 
                                lineWidth: 3, 
                                name: 'my telescope'});
aladin.addOverlay(overlay);
overlay.addFootprints([A.polygon([[23.74054,-30.48809], [20.25945,  -30.48809],
                                  [20.20157,-33.48735], [23.79842,  -33.48735]]), 
                       A.polygon([[13.62333,-22.49152], [10.37666, -22.49152],
                                  [10.33837, -25.49098],[13.66162, -25.49098]])]);

Display Coverages/Footprints

 Footprint of a telescope with a Field of View 3°x3°.
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Go to the page https://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/AladinLite/doc/API/examples/AL-init-custom-options/

Clear the Javascript window and paste your code.


Running Code on the Fly: footprints
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https://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/AladinLite/doc/API/examples/AL-in-responsive-div/
https://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/AladinLite/doc/API/examples/AL-in-responsive-div/


https://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/AladinLite/doc/API/examples/

https://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/AladinLite/doc/API/examples/MOC/

https://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/AladinLite/doc/API/
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Display Transient Candidates

<!-- Add candidate transients from survey. -->   
var cat = A.catalog({name: 'Transient candidates', sourceSize: 15})
aladin.addCatalog(cat)
cat.addSources([A.marker(12.05271, -23.89001, {popupTitle: 'Candidate 1', 
                        popupDesc: '<em>Bmag:</em> 20 <br/><em>INFO:</em> xxx <br/>'})]);
cat.addSources([A.marker(21.33741, -31.89502, {popupTitle: 'Candidate 2', 
                        popupDesc: '<em>Bmag:</em> 20 <br/><em>INFO:</em> xxx <br/>'})]);

Continuing the illustration of this example; in our initial analysis, we find two new 
transient candidates: Candidate 1 and Candidate 2.

We want to show the two transients in our sky map with a set of preliminary information.
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Go to the page https://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/AladinLite/doc/API/examples/AL-init-custom-options/

Clear the Javascript window and paste your code.

Running Code on the Fly: transient candidates
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https://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/AladinLite/doc/API/examples/AL-in-responsive-div/
https://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/AladinLite/doc/API/examples/AL-in-responsive-div/


Aladin Desktop: GUI for HiPS production
My FITS images

Public Images
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Thanks
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FITS: original 
image format

HiPS: for 
interactive browser  

visualizations

HiPS2FITS: 
HiPS in the original 

FITS format
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